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Amphora 
STORAGE UNITS 

Antonio Citten'o 

Description 
Ideale accanto al letto, si caratterizza per la forma ovale ed il design raffinato. Due versioni 
disponibili, la prima molto compatta contiene due cassetti di dimensioni diverse, la 
seconda ha struttura metallica ed un unico cassetto. 
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Technical information 

Struttura e cassetto: 
legno massello, pannello in multistrato, pannello in particelle di legno impiallacciato 

Struttura di sostegno (2424-2425): 
profilati d'acciaio 

Puntali: 
acciaio e materiale plastico 
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Technical drawings 
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B&B Italia reserves the right to make technological and aesthetic improvements to its models, including 

changes to the sizes and materials, without notice. The technical drawings do not define the details of the 

product. The measurements shown are indicative and may undergo changes. In particular, the dimensions 

relevant to the padded parts are subject to usage tolerances aver time caused by the normai adjustment of 

the padding. Far the specific information, please contact the dealer closest to you. 
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Amphora 
STORAGE UNITS 

Antonio Citten'o 

Description 
Perfect to be placed next to the bed, Amphora is presented in two versions: one has 
compact ovai shape and holds two drawers of different sizes, the second one has a refined 
metal structure and hold one single drawer. 
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Technical information 

Frame and drawer: 
solid wood, multi-layered panel, veneered wood particles panel 

Support frame (2424-2425): 
steel profiles 

Ferrules: 
steel and plastic materiai 
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